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The University Hospital Foundation has been serving residents of 

Alberta, Canada for over 40 years. The UHF raises funds to advance 

patient care and innovation at the University of Alberta Hospital, the 

Mazankowski Alberta Heart Institute and the Kaye Edmonton Clinic. 

In 2020, they were worried that they would not be able to meet their 

fundraising goals with their traditional fundraising events. Ascend 

helped the UHF quickly set up an online 50/50 program to explore new 

ways of raising money. The program exceeded expectations by raising 

nearly $400,000 in donation revenue and adding thousands of new 

potential donors to their database. 

In September 2020, Sean Capri was starting to get a little worried. As the 
Director of Annual Giving at the University Hospital Foundation, Sean was 
responsible for making sure the UHF hit their fundraising targets. He 
needed to find a way to meet his goals in a year unlike any other in 
recent history.

Charitable gaming-based fundraising was not entirely new for the UHF –
their annual Full House Dream Home lottery had been running for over 28 
years, with thousands of people participating every year. Thanks to this, 
the UHF already had a list of people who had demonstrated interest in 
the idea of charitable gaming-based fundraising and would likely be 
interested in an online 50-50 - at least in theory.

Background

Core Business
Healthcare Services

Organization Type
Hospital Foundation

Location
Alberta, Canada

Total campaigns
1

Gross sales
$912,630

Increase in donor base
8,000+

Average jackpot
$456,315

Big win
Most successful end of year ever

Even though they were cautiously optimistic about the possible results, the UHF did have some trepidation about 
adding such a new and different product to their fundraising portfolio. Doing something for the first time always has a 
certain amount of risk attached to it. Sean and his team, however, were optimistic. They had done the research and 
knew that many of their peers in healthcare fundraising had used Ascend’s 50-50 product with great success. They 
were confident that their donor base would be excited by this opportunity, and they hoped to also bring in some 
number of new participants. 

Online 50/50 Lottery Brings Festival Cheer to 
University Health Foundation with big win

$878,000,118 raised for over
500 charities in the US, UK & Canada



Once the UHF had decided to look at doing an online 50-50, they reached out to multiple vendors to understand 
what their options were. They went through an RFP process, and were looking for something that was self-
sustaining, and empowered by the customer base, without too much overhead or operational complexity, and 
Ascend’s product fit the bill. 

After the initial setup and understanding Ascend’s method, Sean’s initial nervousness vanished, and Ascend’s 
tools exceeded his expectations in terms of managing the program and dealing with customer service.

The program started with emails the UHF’s list of prior Dream Home participants, and the results exceeded 
expectations across all metrics – open rates, click through rate, and most importantly, ticket sales. It was clear 
that their initial hypothesis was accurate. 

In addition to these emails, the UHF also ran digital campaigns, and the amount of entirely new participants –
people who had never donated to the UHF before in any form – was a an unexpected and very pleasant 
surprise. It was clear that the 50-50 was reaching a whole new set of potential donors.

The Solution

Results

The program ran for 6 weeks and generated over 
$900,000 in gross ticket sales. One lucky winner walked 
away with $400,000+, with the UHF getting just shy of 
$300,000 in net donation revenue. 

In addition to the ticket sales, they added thousands of 
potential donors to their email database and have been 
able to convert some of these lottery donors to monthly 
donors by running phone and direct mail campaigns 
months after the 50-50 ended. 

These campaigns have led to more than $10,000 in pure 
donation revenue, and Sean and his team are excited 
about the massive potential here. They were able to mail 
nearly 10,000 new donors at a net profit, and thus remove 
less efficient avenues for acquisition. 

In Sean’s words, “It’s really an engine, and having a broad 
fundraising portfolio that includes traditional giving, 
coupled with our Dream Home product and the 50-50 
program, gives people many different ways to participate 
and makes the engine work so much better”

The 50-50 Program has firmly established itself as an 
integral part of the UHF’s fundraising strategy, and Sean 
and his team are excited about the future! 

The 50-50 did really, REALLY well. We were 
setting records all of last year and had by far 

our best end-of-year fundraising in the history 
of the organization.

Sean Capri
Director of Annual Giving,
University Health Foundation

$878,000,118 raised for over
500 charities in the US, UK & Canada

You end up gaining so much more by doing a 
traditional donor program as well as a 

charitable gaming-based fundraiser – they are 
much more similar than you’d think. The end 
result is a strategy that benefits gaming-based 
as well as traditional  fundraising. 
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